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Sammanfattning 
 

Under de senaste åren har antalet DDoS-attacker i Internets applikationsskikt ökat.           

Detta problem behöver adresseras. Den här rapporten presenterar ett antal existerande           

metoder för att upptäcka och skydda mot DDoS-attacker i applikationsskiktet. En metod            

för detta ändamål är att hitta avvikelser av olika typer hos de attackerande klienterna,              

för att urskilja mellan attackerande och vanliga klienter. Detta är ett brett utforskat             

försvarsområde med många positiva resultat, men dessa metoder har ett antal brister,            

som att de kan resultera i både falska positiva och negativa resultat. En metod som ännu                

inte har undersökts tillräckligt är resurs-baserat försvar. Det är en metod med mycket             

potential, eftersom den tydligare kan skilja på goda och onda klienter under en             

DDoS-attack. Speak-up är en sådan metod och är huvudfokus i denna rapport. För- och              

nackdelarna med Speak-up har undersökts och resultaten visar på att Speak-up har            

potential till att bli ett kraftfullt verktyg mot DDoS-attacker. Speak-up har dock sina             

begränsningar och är därför inte det bästa alternativet under vissa typer av dessa             

DDoS-attacker. 

  



Abstract 
 

In recent years, the internet has endured an increase in application layer DDoS attacks.              

It is a growing problem that needs to be addressed. This paper presents a number of                

existing detection and protection methods that are used to mitigate application layer            

DDoS attacks. Anomaly detection is a widely explored area for defence and there have              

been many findings that show positive results in mitigating attacks. However, anomaly            

detection possesses a number of flaws, such as causing false positives and negatives.             

Another method that has yet to become thoroughly examined is resource based defence.             

This defence method has great potential as it addresses clear differences between            

legitimate users and attackers during a DDoS attack. One such defence method is called              

Speak-up and is the center of this paper. The advantages and limitations of Speak-up              

have been explored and the findings suggest that Speak-up has the potential to become              

a strong tool in defending against DDoS attacks. However, Speak-up has its limitations             

and may not be the best alternative during certain types of application layer DDoS              

attacks. 

 

 

  



Terminology 
 

DDoS attack Distributed Denial of Service attack 

OSI model  Open Systems Interconnection model 

TCP  Transmission control protocol. 

Good client A legitimate user. 

Bad client An attacker, trying to cause harm to the system. 

Session  Dialogue between two communicating devices. (An established       
TCP connection.) 

IP address Internet Protocol address. A label assigned to a networked         
device. 

Flash crowd A large number of legitimate users trying to access the server           
all at the same time and therefore overwhelming the server. 

HTTP request 

header 

A list of a HTTP request’s operating parameters which are sent           
with the request. 

User-Agent string  User characteristic identification string. The string identifies for        
example the browser or operating system being used. 
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1 Introduction 

 

The structure of the Internet is open, leaving it vulnerable to Distributed            

Denial-of-Service (DDoS) attacks on computer systems. A Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack          

is when services are made inaccessible to users for an unknown period of time, and               

further a DDoS attack is the act of utilizing a large number of computer systems to                

attack a target system and exhausting its resources, thus rendering it inoperable. 

Many of the systems susceptible to these attacks need to be running at all times as                

downtime might be life threatening. Examples of such systems are hospital equipment            

or machines used in railroad and air traffic control. However, attacks on these systems              

have not been observed yet. DDoS attacks are most common in the gaming industry and               

the software and technology industry (Akami, 2014: 16). They are used to attack             

businesses and disrupt activities within a company, and often cause significant financial            

losses. According to a research report by the Ponemon Institute (2014), 49% of 257              

benchmarked companies experienced DoS attacks in 2014, causing an average loss of            

$166,545 and making it the second most damaging cyber crime in terms of financial              

losses. 

Networked devices are main targets of DDoS attacks, and several layers of the Open              

Systems Interconnection (OSI) model, shown in Figure 1, are susceptible to DDoS            

attacks (Alani, 2014: 5). However, the focus of this thesis will be on DDoS attacks on the                 

final layer of the OSI model, namely the application layer. DDoS attacks on the              

application layer are especially difficult to defend against, as they imitate normal data             

traffic (Hashmi, Saxena & Saini, 2012: 611). 
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Figure 1. The seven layers of the OSI model 
This study uses the client-server model, where the client is either good (legitimate user)              

or bad (attacker) and the target is the server. 

One approach to defending against application layer DDoS attacks is anomaly detection,            

which involves filtering out and dropping requests from suspicious clients. There are            

several ways to define a suspicious client in this context. The different anomaly             

detection systems that exist today are based on different definitions of a suspicious             

client. Anomaly detection focuses on client behaviour. Another approach developed by           

Walfish et al., (2010) is called resource based defence. This type of defence forces a               

client to provide information such as bandwidth, CPU cycles or memory usage. The             

server uses this information to determine the amount of resources to provide to the              

client. One such resource based defence method is called Speak-up and was introduced             

by Walfish et al., (2010).  

1.2 Problem Statement 

This thesis examines how well Speak-up performs in terms of answering good clients’             

requests and allocating resources to clients in proportion to their bandwidth. With a             

scaled down and simulated version of Speak-up, we aim to answer the following             

question: To what extent is Speak-up able to allocate resources to good clients during the               

following three application layer DDoS attacks: HTTP GET flood, asymmetric attack and            

repeated one-shot attack?  
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2 Background 

 

2.1 The Role of Bots and Botnets in DDoS 

One of the main features of a DDoS attack is that it uses a large number of bots in                   

different locations, to generate large data traffic and avoid detection. Bots are created by              

exploiting flaws in a system’s operating system and installing backdoors to gain full             

control over the system. When a large group of bots is created, they form a botnet that                 

the attacker can control (Stallings and Brown, 2012: 230). During an attack on the              

application layer, each bot in a botnet will have established a legitimate TCP connection              

with a target server and is constantly sending requests to the target at a high rate. These                 

requests however, are not different from any others received by legitimate users. The             

difficulty in defending against DDoS attacks at the application layer stems from the             

inability to distinguish between legitimate requests and those coming from bots           

(Renuka Devi and Yogesh, 2012a: 1). 

2.2 Application Layer DDoS Attacks 

DDoS attacks on the application layer are difficult to detect and defend against once a               

legitimate TCP connection with a server is established. After a client-server connection            

is established, a session is formed and the client may begin to send HTTP requests to the                 

server. There are a number of different application layer attacks that cause            

denial-of-service, three of which are described in sections 2.2.1-2.2.3. The first of the             

three attacks is the HTTP GET flood which involves a large number of bad clients               

sending non-heavy-workload GET requests at a high rate. The second application layer            

attack is called asymmetric attack, which involves sending heavy-workload requests.          

The final attack type called repeated one-shot attack is another version of the             

asymmetric attack, where several bad clients each send one heavy-workload request           

instead of multiple ones per session. 

2.2.1 HTTP GET Flood 

When a HTTP request is sent from a client to a server, the server needs time to process                  

the request, retrieve a response and send it back to the client. If multiple requests are                

made at a higher rate than normal, the server becomes overwhelmed. This leads to              

slower response rate on the server side or may cause the server to become unable to                
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send any responses at all. The server remains flooded for a prolonged period of time               

until the attack is mitigated. 

According to Stevanovic and Vlajic (2014: 457), observed HTTP flood attacks can be             

categorized into two different types: trivial attacks and intermediate attacks. During a            

trivial attack, bots send unrelated HTTP requests at a low rate. Intermediate attacks use              

bots to send requests for a predefined random sequence of Web-pages (Stevanovic and             

Vlajic, 2014: 457), making the request less likely to be identified as illegitimate.             

Intermediate attacks may also be developed further and use a predefined sequence of             

HTTP requests instead of random, to further avoid detection. These attacks have yet to              

be observed (Stevanovic and Vlajic, 2014: 457-458). 

The most common application layer DDoS attack of 2014 was the HTTP GET flood              

attack (Akami, 2014: 11). A GET request is used when trying to retrieve data and could                

be in the form of an image URL. Attacks of this nature might be used to either bring a                   

website down or act as a distraction while attempting to gain unlawful access to              

sensitive data. An attacker uses a botnet where each bad client (bot) first establishes a               

TCP connection with the target server. The bad clients are then used to send GET               

requests to overwhelm the server. The requests sent during request flooding require            

only normal workload (Ranjan et al., 2009: 26). A HTTP GET flood attack is not easily                

detected by intrusion detection systems due to the already established and seemingly            

legitimate TCP connections (Yatagai, Isohara and Sasase, 2007: 232). 

2.2.2 Asymmetric Attack  

For an asymmetric attack to occur, the attacker needs to know which requests require              

the server to use up more resources (Ranjan et al., 2009: 27). When this is known, the                 

attack can be more powerful than request flooding, due to the requests being much              

more demanding (Rajan et al., 2009: 27). In comparison to request flooding, the number              

of bad clients participating in an asymmetric attack and the request rate is decreased, as               

more clients and high request rates are not necessary to cause a denial-of-service.             

Heavy-workload requests for an asymmetric attack include database queries that          

require high computational time (Ranjan et al., 2009: 26). 

2.2.3 Repeated One-Shot Attack 

The repeated one-shot attack relies on having a large number of bad clients that each               

send one heavy-workload request (Ranjan et al., 2009: 26). After the request is sent, the               

session is terminated. A new session is then created and the process is repeated.              

Repeated one-shot attacks are often difficult to mitigate. Bad clients are distributed            

which hinders detection systems from identifying the attacker. Also, since only one            
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request is sent and the session is immediately closed, bad clients are not delayed              

(Ranjan et al., 2009: 27). The attack is both overwhelming for the server and difficult to                

detect and can therefore go on for longer before it is mitigated. The repeated one-shot               

attack is the most powerful out of the three attacks mentioned (Ranjan et al., 2009: 27).  

2.3 Defence against Application Layer DDoS attacks 

DDoS attacks on the application layer are difficult to mitigate or stop completely. There              

are ways to limit illegitimate access to resources, however not without the possibility of              

stopping legitimate traffic. Defending against a trivial HTTP attack does not require a             

complex detection system. It can be done by inspecting each request to determine if it               

comes from a legitimate user. Intermediate attacks however require more advanced           

techniques (Stevanovic and Vlajic, 2014: 458). 

Walfish et al. (2010: 2-3), divide defence against application layer DDoS attacks into             

three categories. The first category is to overprovision massively, that is to purchase             

enough computational resources to be able to serve both good and bad clients. This is               

very costly. The second category is detect-and-block (anomaly detection) which          

involves trying to distinguish between good and bad clients, and filtering out the bad              

ones. Anomaly detection could cause false positives and negatives, especially as           

attackers get more and more able to mimic good clients. The third category is resource               

based defences, which is a term coined by Walfish et al. Research done on resource               

based defence on the application layer is sparse. Here, the server provides service to a               

client in proportion to the amount of resources the client has provided. The resources              

provided by the client are a form of “payment” for service. The client is asked to “pay”                 

using bandwidth, CPU cycles or memory usage. 

2.3.1 Anomaly detection 

Anomaly detection is widely used in intrusion detection systems to identify bots in             

incoming traffic. Attempts to distinguish between good and bad clients can be done in              

several ways.  

Defence against Constraint Random Request Attacks 

One way to detect anomalies is to observe the set of requests made by clients. A filtering                 

method proposed by Yen and Lee (2005) serves to mitigate constraint random request             

attacks. For this attack, a bad client’s requests are randomly chosen from a predefined              

set of usual requests to the service (Yen & Lee, 2005: 620), making this an intermediate                

attack. The defence method is based on the premise that good clients have a more               

diverse set of requests than bad clients. The server finds suspicious sessions by logging              
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a specified number of previous requests. If a session has many repeated requests it is               

marked as suspicious. When enough suspicious sessions are found, the session with the             

maximum number of aggregate requests is assumed to come from a bot, and all its               

requests are assumed to be the set of attacking requests. This set is then used to find                 

and filter out other bots in the same botnet (Yen & Lee, 2005: 622-623). 

DDoS-Shield 

DDoS-Shield is another anomaly detection method that, similar to Yen and Lee’s (2005)             

method, logs some set of parameters for each client’s behaviour to distinguish between             

good and bad clients. The behaviour parameters logged using DDoS-Shield include           

session arrivals, session request arrivals and session workload (Ranjan et al., 2009: 27).             

These parameters are then used to assign a suspicion value to each client. DDoS-Shield              

forwards this suspicion value to the scheduler which schedules the session’s requests            

based on the client’s suspicion value and the current system workload, so that clients              

with low suspicion values get service faster and at a higher rate than clients with high                

suspicion values (Ranjan et al., 2009: 26-27). 

Access Matrix 

Renuka Devi & Yogesh (2012a) combine the use of an access matrix with a scheduler,               

such as the one used in DDoS-Shield (Ranjan et al., 2009), to detect and filter out bad                 

clients. The access matrix is used to log good clients’ access patterns (Renuka Devi &               

Yogesh, 2012a: 1). The parameters of the access matrix include HTTP session arrival             

rate, request rate and documents requested (Renuka Devi & Yogesh, 2012a: 2). Each             

session is assigned a session score based on its deviation from the access matrix. This               

session score is used by the scheduler to schedule the requests of the session so that                

clients with behaviour similar to a good client get service, and clients that deviate from               

this behaviour get filtered out (Renuka Devi & Yogesh, 2012a: 1). 

Entropy 

Another method developed by Renuka Devi & Yogesh (2012b) uses information theory            

based metrics to detect anomalous behaviour. Their method contains two check points            

where both the behaviour history and request entropy of clients’ sessions are used to              

schedule clients for service. The server keeps a behaviour log of all clients similar to that                

of the DDoS-Shield (Ranjan et al., 2009) and Yen and Lee’s (2005) approach. The              

monitored behaviours include HTTP request rate, page viewing time and request           

sequence. Each client is assigned a trust score according to these characteristics            

(Renuka Devi & Yogesh, 2012b: 219). In addition, clients’ sessions are analysed based             

on the entropy of requests and compared to a pre-calculated allowable rate (Renuka             
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Devi & Yogesh, 2012b: 217). The trust score and entropy of each session is forwarded to                

a rate limiter that drops the session if it is considered malicious. In all other cases, the                 

session is forwarded to a scheduler that schedules requests based on their trust score              

and the system workload (Renuka Devi & Yogesh, 2012b: 220). 

Calculating entropy of source IP addresses can provide useful information that can help             

distinguish between good and bad client traffic. Zhou et al. (2014) developed a model              

that can distinguish bots from flash crowds by calculating the entropy of source IP              

addresses of sessions. The first step in this model is to continuously monitor traffic and               

measure traffic intensity by observing the number of packages received in a selected             

time interval. When the intensity reaches a predetermined limit, a signal is sent to a               

detection module to investigate the cause (Zhou et al., 2014:39). The detection module             

uses existing web traffic models to determine if the abnormal traffic is due to an attack                

or a flash crowd (Zhou et al., 2014:40). The entropy of a flash crowd is larger than that                  

of an actual attack as legitimate traffic sources tend to be more scattered than bots               

(Zhou et al., 2014:39). Therefore, in the case of an attack, the detection module sends               

malicious source IP addresses to a filtering module that blocks the IP addresses (Zhou et               

al., 2014:41).  

CAPTCHA Puzzles 

CAPTCHA (Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell Computers and Humans           

Apart) is often used in DDoS attack detection systems to determine if a user is a bot or                  

human. A user is presented with a distorted image and asked to write down the letters                

that the image is displaying. Only humans are able to provide a correct answer.              

Beitollahi and Deconinck (2013) combine statistical techniques with CAPTCHA to filter           

out bots. They propose a scheme called ConnectionScore, where a server measures and             

stores statistical attributes for its users that represent normal user behaviour           

(Beitollahi and Deconinck, 2013:426). During an attack, the server assigns scores to the             

session based on the reference profile that the server has built over time. It contains a                

number of normal user characteristics similar to ones previously mentioned. Also, client            

browsing behaviour is observed. Some behaviours are more unusual than others. A bot             

may send several requests to a single page or access an old page that does not get                 

visited often. Also, some pages are not possible to access without going through a              

sequence of pages to get there, unless the user enters the URL in the browser (Beitollahi                

and Deconinck, 2013:428). The server also remembers users that visit the site regularly             

and are therefore not a threat (Beitollahi and Deconinck, 2013:430). The bots get low              

scores because they do not have the same attributes as normal users. Sessions with              

negative scores are candidates for being dropped by the server, which drops suspicious             

sessions depending on the amount of incoming traffic. The server drops sessions with             
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lowest scores first. If a session has received a score lower than a predetermined              

threshold, the user will not be sent a CAPTCHA test and will instead be dropped               

immediately. If however the user has a negative score above the threshold, it will be               

asked to solve a CAPTCHA puzzle and will be dropped if it fails to provide the correct                 

answer (Beitollahi and Deconinck, 2013:432). 

Stevanovic and Vlajic (2014) also use CAPTCHA in their three-stage approach. They            

focus mainly on attacks that use non-trivial bot behaviour and involve HTTP requests             

on websites with dynamic content (Stevanovic and Vlajic, 2014:456). Trivial attacks are            

detected in the first stage by examining the User-Agent string in the HTTP request              

header to determine if the User-Agent string is that of a malicious bot or if it is                 

unknown. Intermediate attacks are detected in stage two. This is where the sequence of              

pages viewed is observed. Stage three handles advanced attacks where the average time             

spent viewing pages is observed. When unusual behaviour is detected, the IP address             

from the session is extracted and a CAPTCHA test is displayed when the next request is                

made. The user is granted access if the test is passed. Otherwise, the IP address is                

blocked (Stevanovic and Vlajic, 2014:460). 

AYAH (Are You A Human) is a test similar to CAPTCHA. AYAH presents a user with a                 

game containing a simple question (Areyouahuman, 2010). It is quicker to solve and             

prefered over CAPTCHA by users (Sivabalan and Radcliffe, 2013: 580). Sivabalan and            

Radcliffe (2013) use AYAH in their defence scheme to detect and block bots. They use               

two server load thresholds. If the load passes the low threshold, suspicious users are              

delayed. When the server load passes the high threshold, all suspicious users are             

blocked (Sivabalan and Radcliffe, 2013:580). A user is suspicious if they cannot pass the              

AYAH test. To avoid frequent AYAH pages, only one out of all requests sent will bring up                 

an AYAH page. If a user passes the test, the users is classed as good and saved in a                   

database (Sivabalan and Radcliffe, 2013:581). 

2.3.2 Resource Based Defence: Speak-up 

During an application layer attack, bad clients are often sending a large number of              

requests at a time which leads to high usage of upload bandwidth. In comparison, good               

clients have much more remaining upload bandwidth (Walfish et al., 2010: 2). Speak-up             

is a defence scheme developed by Walfish et al. (2010), and is based on the idea that                 

good and bad clients are distinguishable by used upload bandwidth, since bad clients             

are assumed to use up most of their bandwidth while sending requests. Speak-up aims              

to protect a server from an attack by allocating portions of the server to clients               

according to their amount of remaining upload bandwidth (Walfish et al., 2010: 10).  
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In order to know how much resources to allocate to each client, encouragement is              

performed, which is defined as “causing clients to send more traffic...for a single request              

than it would if the server were not under attack” (Walfish et al., 2010: 11).               

Encouragement causes clients to send dummy data. The more bytes a client is able to               

send, the less upload bandwidth has been used up by the client and therefore the more                

likely that the client is not a bad client. With Speak-up, resource allocation is based on                

the amount of dummy data sent by the client.  

The Speak-up concept can be justified with the following calculations. Let requests/s           c   

be the total capacity of a server and let all requests be equally demanding. Assume that                

is the total amounts of upload bandwidth used up by bad clients. ( is expressed inB              B     

requests/s for the purpose of this calculation.) Assume also that requests/s is the          g     

total demand from good clients. Normally, and that during an attack, and      g < c       B≫ g   

(Walfish et al., 2010: 9). As the server serves good clients according to theirg + B > c                

demand , the server will give good clients of the total capacity which is a muchg        g
g + B     c      

smaller fraction of the server than for bad clients. Let be the total bandwidth used by          G        

good clients after an encouragement is sent. As , the fraction (Walfish       G≫ g    G
G+ B ≫

g
g + B   

et al., 2010: 9). Therefore, if the server serves good clients according to their total               

amount of upload bandwidth used after an encouragement, good clients would receive a             

larger portion of the server than earlier. An ideal situation would be to have              G
G + B ≈

B
G + B  

in order to give almost equal portions of a server to good and bad clients. 

Thinner 

The Speak-up process described requires a front-end to the Web server, called a thinner              

(Walfish et al., 2010: 11). The thinner performs encouragement and decides which            

clients to pass through to the server based on the response from encouragement.             

Having a thinner limits requests to the server (Walfish et al., 2010: 11) and therefore               

protects the server from becoming overwhelmed.  

Figure 2.1 shows the interactions between a client, thinner and server when the request              

sent does not require high computational resources and the server is not            

oversubscribed. The response is passed directly through the thinner to the server and a              

response is received immediately. In Figure 2.2, the client has either sent a request that               

requires high computational resources or the server is oversubscribed and cannot           

retrieve a response immediately. Therefore, the thinner sends an encouragement to           

speak up and the client starts sending HTTP POSTs containing dummy data (Walfish et              
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al., 2010: 23). This continues until the server is available again. 

 

 

Figure 2.1. Interactions when the server is accessible 
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Figure 2.2. Interactions when the server is not accessible immediately 

 

Virtual Auction 

When several clients communicate with the thinner simultaneously, the thinner needs a            

way to determine the order in which clients are served. The thinner keeps a count of                

number of bytes sent by the clients (Walfish et al., 2010: 13). When the server is able to                  

accept requests, the thinner starts a “virtual auction” where the client with highest             

amount of data sent is selected (Walfish et al., 2010: 14). When this happens, the client                

stops sending POSTs and receives a response from the server. 
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3 Methods 

 

A simplified version of Speak-up is simulated due to time constraints and limited             

resources. The thinner and simulated clients are implemented in Java using the            

ServerSocket and Socket classes. GET and POST requests are sent to the thinner via              

sockets. There are a number of advantages to using Java, one of which is its platform                

independence. The simulation can run on different platforms if needed in the future.             

More importantly, Java is multithreaded. The program can therefore perform several           

tasks simultaneously, which is necessary in network programming. Additionally, Java          

sockets are flexible and simple to implement and the classes are very well documented.              

One downside of using Java is speed of execution, compared to lower level languages              

such as C. However, one must take into consideration that Speak-up is merely simulated,              

and therefore, the thinner will manage a fixed and scaled down number of clients. Also,               

producing a sufficient amount of results does not require better performance in terms             

of speed. Furthermore, the main focus of the study is not time but achieving maximum               

good client resource allocation. 

3.1 Variables in the Experiment 

Section 3.1.1 lists a number of variables that remain unchanged throughout the            

experimentation. Section 3.1.2 includes tests where client percentage and server          

capacity is varied. 

Speak-up is compared to a baseline implementation, by performing all tests with both             

implementations. Speak-up includes a virtual auction as described in section 2.3.2. In            

the baseline implementation the thinner does not perform virtual auctions, but instead            

drops requests at random when oversubscribed. Both the baseline and Speak-up results            

are compared to the Speak-up ideal: allocation of server resources to a client should be               

strictly proportional to the client’s bandwidth. 

3.1.1 Control Variables 

The following values are intended to imitate good and bad client behaviour in real life.               

All were borrowed from Walfish et al. (2010) with the exception of the first two values                

below. 

● Easy requests require 1 unit of the servers capacity. 
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● Hard requests require 2 units of the servers capacity.  

● Total number of clients: 50 clients. 

● Size of a POST sent by clients in response to encouragement (if a response is sent                

at all) is maximum 1 MB.  

● Good clients create requests according to the Poisson process with expected           

value: 2 requests/s 

● Each good client has a maximum of one active window open. 

● Each simulation runs for 600 s.  

● Client bandwith: 2 Mbits/s 

● Aggregate client bandwidth: 100 Mbits/s 

 

3.1.2 Tests 

Test 1: HTTP GET Flood 

Good and bad clients send easy requests at a fixed high rate. The percentages of good                

and bad clients, and server capacity are varied. Bad clients create requests according to              

the Poisson process with expected value of 40 requests/s. Each bad client has a              

maximum of 20 active windows open. 

Test 2.1: Asymmetric Attack, Easy Good Client Requests 

This test is the same as Test 1 with the following exceptions: bad clients send hard                

requests and at a fixed normal rate rather than a high rate, bad clients create requests                

according to the Poisson process with expected value of 20 requests/s and each bad              

client has a maximum of 10 active windows open. 

Test 2.2: Asymmetric Attack, Hard Good Client Requests 

This test is the same as Test 2.1 with the only exception that good clients as well as bad                   

clients send hard requests.  

Test 3: Repeated One-Shot Attack 

This test is the same as Test 1, with the exception that bad clients do not respond to                  

Speak-up, but repeatedly send one hard request and thereafter close the session.  
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3.2 Environment 

To obtain accurate results, the tests are carried out on the same machine, using the               

same hardware and software. Only the most vital programs on the operating system are              

running in the background. The chosen operating system is 64-bit Windows 8.1 running             

on an Intel Core i7-3537U CPU @ 2.00GHz with 8 GB RAM. 
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4 Results 

 

In section 4.1, results from Test 1 (HTTP GET flood attack) are presented, in sections 4.2                

and 4.3 results from Test 2.1 and 2.2 (asymmetric attack) are presented, with good              

clients sending easy and hard requests respectively, and in section 4.4 results from Test              

3 (repeated one-shot attack) are presented. In Figures 4.1-4.3, the server allocation to             

good clients is shown with Speak-up and compared to both the baseline implementation             

and the Speak-up ideal. 

4.1 Test 1: HTTP GET Flood 

Server allocation to good clients in Test 1 is presented in Figure 4.1, for a server with a                  

capacity of 100 bytes/s. 

Figure 4.1. Allocation of server resources in Test 1 HTTP GET flood, with Speak-up,              

baseline and ideal. Server capacity is 100 bytes/s. 
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4.2 Test 2: Asymmetric Attack 

4.2.1 Easy Good Client Requests 

Server allocation to good clients in Test 2.1 with good clients sending easy requests and               

bad clients sending hard requests, is presented in Figure 4.2.1. 

 

Figure 4.2.1. Allocation of server resources in Test 2.1 asymmetric attack, with            

Speak-up, baseline and ideal. Server capacity is 100 bytes/s. 
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4.2.2 Hard Good Client Requests 

Server allocation to good clients in Test 2.2 with both good and bad clients sending hard                

requests, is presented in Figure 4.2.2. 

 

 

Figure 4.2.2. Allocation of server resources in Test 2.2 asymmetric attack, with            

Speak-up, baseline and ideal. Server capacity is 100 bytes/s. 
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4.3 Test 3: Repeated One-Shot Attack 

Server allocation to good clients in Test 3 with good clients sending easy requests, is               

presented in Figure 4.3. 

 

Figure 4.3. Allocation of server resources in Test 3 repeated one-shot attack, with             

Speak-up, baseline and ideal. Server capacity is 100 bytes/s. 
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4.4 Varying Server Capacities 

Figure 4.4.1 below illustrates the percentage of good clients’ created requests that are             

answered in the three tests with varying server capacities, and Figure 4.4.2 shows the              

same for bad clients. The results with the baseline implementation are shown in Figure              

4.4.3. Finally, Figure 4.4.4 shows the average use of server capacity for sizes 50, 100,               

150  and 200 bytes/s, for Test 2.1. 

 

Figure 4.4.1. Percentage of good requests answered in Test 1, 2.1, 2.2 and 3, using               

Speak-up with 50 % good clients and varying server capacity.  
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Figure 4.4.2. Percentage of bad requests answered in Test 1, 2.1, 2.2, and 3, using               

baseline with 50 % good clients and varying server capacity.  

 

Figure 4.4.3. Percentage of good requests answered in Test 1, 2.1, 2.2, and 3, using               

baseline with 50 % good clients and varying server capacity.  
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Figure 4.4.4. Average number of bytes acquired per second for good and bad clients, in               

Test 2.1 with varying server capacities.  
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5 Discussion 

 

Figures 4.1, 4.2.1, 4.2.2, and 4.3 show that when using Speak-up instead of the baseline               

implementation server allocation to good clients increases for all simulated DDoS           

attacks.  

Test 3 gives the most positive result, on average. As seen in figures 4.3 and 4.4.2, the                 

server only served good clients during the repeated one-shot attack. Meanwhile, the            

curve for the baseline is clearly lower in Figure 4.3 than in figures 4.1, 4.2.1 and 4.2.2.                 

This is due to bad clients sending hard requests at a high rate. Therefore in the baseline                 

implementation, good clients get almost no server allocation, but with Speak-up good            

clients get the entire server. As seen in Figure 4.4.1, about 27% of the good clients’                

requests are answered with Speak-up and the results do not change drastically when             

the server capacity is increased. This percentage shows that not all good clients are              

given a response even though bad clients get no service (see Figure 4.4.2). This may be                

due to the fact that the number of clients created during the simulation was too high or                 

that they were created at a faster rate than the server could handle. Still, 27% is a great                  

improvement on the baseline result, seen in Figure 4.4.3.  

Figure 4.2.1 shows that Speak-up was able to better allocate resources according to             

bandwidth during the asymmetric attack in Test 2.1 than during the HTTP GET flood in               

Test 1, Figure 4.1. The curve for Test 2.1 lies closer to the Speak-up ideal and further                 

away from the baseline curve than in Test 1. Figures 4.4.1 and 4.4.3 show that the                

percentage of served requests for good clients is much higher with Speak-up than with              

the baseline implementation for both attacks in Test 1 and Test 2.1. However, as              

observed in Figure 4.4.1, Speak-up was able to respond to a larger number of requests               

(up to server capacity 200) in Test 1 than in Test 2.1. As previously mentioned, all                

clients that send hard requests have to win an auction to get service. Virtual auctions               

are performed more frequently in Test 2.1 as bad clients only send hard requests. It               

seems that the virtual auctions affected the performance of the program and therefore,             

the server was not able to serve as many good clients in Test 2.1 as in Test 1.  

For Test 2.2, Figure 4.2.2 shows the result from changing good client requests from              

being easy to hard in the asymmetric attack. Speak-up still gives clients a larger portion               

of the server than the baseline, but the improvement is smaller than in Test 2.1. We can                 

safely assume that Speak-up is not efficient when clients require more resources or             

send requests that are demanding.  
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Speak-up succeeds in giving good clients a bigger portion of the server for all attack               

types, as shown in Figures 4.1, 4.2.1, 4.2.3, 4.3. Also a bigger percentage of good clients’                

requests are answered with Speak-up (Figure 4.4.1) than without (Figure 4.4.3), for all             

server capacities. Speak-up most efficiently mitigates repeated one-shot attacks, by          

giving good clients the entire server.  

5.1 Critique against Speak-up 

Speak-up allocates server resources in proportion to clients’ upload bandwidth and           

therefore, Speak-up discriminates against good clients with small amounts of          

bandwidth, and prioritises those with higher bandwidth. Further, Speak-up could be           

disadvantageous to those clients who pay for their Internet based on how much             

bandwidth they use. Walfish et al. (2010: 27) proposed a solution to this, which is to                

change the implementation of Speak-up slightly so that clients can choose whether they             

wish to pay with bandwidth or not. However, if they choose not to pay, they will not get                  

service, which in itself is a denial-of-service.  

Another downside of Speak-up is that the thinner may become overwhelmed during an             

attack, although Walfish et al. (2010: 49) claim that this is unlikely. The thinner would               

not be able to respond to incoming requests. This however does not mean that the               

server is overloaded. It is still functioning and responding to requests per usual.  

5.2 Limitations 

Our results are limited, due to limited computer resources. The simulations have been             

performed on a single computer, which means that all clients and the thinner share              

resources. This has affected the performance of the thinner and server in a number of               

ways. Firstly, the fraction of answered requests in Figure 4.4.1, is drastically lower than              

Walfish et al.’s results (2010: 27), where the fraction of good requests served is about               

50%, 80%, and 100% for capacities 50, 100 and 200 respectively. Further, Figure 4.4.4              

shows that the server never uses all of its capacity. When server capacity is 100 bytes/s                

only about 60 bytes/s are returned. Also, Figures 4.4.1 and 4.4.3 prove that the              

percentage of answered requests do not add up to 100% and so there is a large number                 

of requests that are not arriving to the thinner. Additionally, performing virtual auctions             

seems to be very computationally demanding and has had a large impact on the results               

obtained. This can be seen in Figure 4.4.1 where more good clients requests are              

answered during HTTP GET flood attacks than during asymmetric attacks when bad            

clients must go through auctions.  
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5.3 Conclusion 

The results of the experiments carried out indicate that Speak-up is able to improve              

resource allocation to good clients for the three application layer DDoS attacks: HTTP             

GET flood, asymmetric attack, and repeated one-shot attack, to different extents.           

Speak-up is most effective in giving good clients resources during repeated one-shot            

attacks, where good clients are given the entire server. Speak-up was not as effective              

during asymmetric attacks but showed an improvement on the baseline, and during the             

HTTP GET flood results show only a slight increase in resources allocated to good              

clients. For more conclusive results, a further study should be performed in a real server               

environment.  

In conclusion, the use of Speak-up in defending against application layer DDoS attacks             

may be beneficial in the case of a repeated one-shot attack or asymmetric attack, and               

may also somewhat decrease the impact of a HTTP GET flood. However, Speak-up does              

not successfully allocate server resources according to client bandwidth. 
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